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Mine is 1stpic. purple . A Hussler friend threw it at me. were not rivals . he lives far away . He'd never try mine. And they're here to finish the job I want to be a Starship Ranger I want to make things they've got I can be a Starship Ranger but there's just one little thing they're not... Starship () is a sci-fi musical theater
comedy by Tim Starcide. On a planet of the Great Reptile Reptile, a young bug named Shapes is only another worker for Overqueen, but he dreams of leaving the shapes of the universe behind and joining starship rangers, an elite group of humans who discover the galaxy. Shapes have spent his entire life exploring the
wreck of the Star Ranger ship that fell years ago, watching his video logs so often that he even learned the human language, but after overqueen command that the bug should become an eggplant instead, it seems as though his dreams will never come true. That all changed when another starship arrives in the shapes
of the world bearing a new team of Starship Rangers, among them a beautiful February science officer. It's Bug's chance to live his dream of starship ranger, but first he has to face off against robots, scorpions, rotten villains and true love in order to save his new friends and his entire world. Written by Matt Long, Nick
Long, Brian Holden and Joe Walker, from Earth by Walker and Darren Criss (Little Mermaid Meets Aliens) and with music written by Chris. It was performed in early 2011 and was posted on DVD and YouTube on April 30. Within days of the soundtrack's release on iTunes, it rose to #3 on iTunes' sales charts in the US,
UK, Denmark and the Netherlands, #2 in Australia, Canada and Ireland, first on #1 on billboard's top cast album charts (beating the record set by me and Dick Man, which reached #11), and even leaving billboard overall album sales charts, coming in #134 after just three days of sales. This is distinct from other StarKid
teams because the performance, which took place in Chicago, was charged for tickets, and a DVD of the run was later released through its online store. You can watch the whole show on YouTube or buy DVDs and soundtracks from their website. A screenplay as yet un produced for the sequel, Starship: Requiem was
presented at Reading in 2014. This includes Tootsie Mega Girl née Noodles having to meet her new family of disgusting new human brides. In 2018, Nick Long revealed on social media that Starcide's team had also been working on the idea of a pre-income that details behind the highly wanted Taz and Up Commander,
titled Starship: On the Wings of Liberty (a reference to StarCraft II: Wings of Liberty), although no details have been released. And no, they are. No, build this city on rock 'n' roll. Starship offers examples of the following tropes: Almost Kiss: Shapes and Feb. Arc words: I/we are here to do the work. A tough bastard saved
fire, murder and Jay Walking UpTiz from killer robots, helping him beat up bullies... And I taught him the reckoning. Overqueen prohibits forms of communication with humans, than ever leaving the bee again, and singing and dancing. Cue panic gasps of bugs. During end credits, special thanks ends with... And those
mysterious pop boys down the extra ascent: Jim Puolo's Horse Dark Resident Group, formerly known for its much smaller roles, takes a lot more stage time in this show. Side by side look: Joey is during the bug and Kiss Feb. Audible sharpness: The taz knife is so bad that it has two: one provided by Taz, the other prerecorded. Evoked by their voices: Comments about films called Brian Holden and Dylan Sanders show they have the effect. Badas moustache: The top has one. When it reveals to Taz that he's not the bad guy he once was, he rips it off and puts it on himself... Just to pull someone else out of one of his bags and slap
him, bad acting badly: in the opening video. Starship Ranger: We come for conquest... In peace! Battle Couple: Up and up. Beta yourself couple Tootsie Noodles and Megagirl. Cryonder and specs somewhat as well. Much of Krayonder/Specs' interaction and eventually romance was interrupted from the recorded version
but was present in the live version of the stage. Taz and Up. Roach and Orkin are careful good ones: When it looks like Rangers are going to be killed by bugs, it's the Tootsie noodles that immediately turn on Krayonder and wants to kill him. Big Bad Duumvirate: Dragonfly and Jr. Blind and beast: When February and
the bug first met, February has been blinded by wrangler mammal mucosa and so he can't see that the bug isn't really human. Blue and Orange Ethics: The Code of Ethics of the Little Bedo... Different. Many bugs are very happily your victim to be eaten alive by Overqueen to feed the eggs. Boget's suggestion to Bug
about eating his head and planting his larvae in him is treated like being asked for sex. In fact, most of this trope revolves around the beagon happily eating things alive. Bread, eggs, bread eggs: Buggette wishes bug chances in getting your bug work:I bet you want to get a real big job from Overqueen like... Dung roller.
or earthy piling . Or later dung. Breaking the fourth wall in one scene, a boog punches. Another cockroach puppeteer then punches Joey. After the mosquitoes die, Brian and Jim take the puppets down to the ground (the whole time they make death noises), and then just get off. Wink the atmosphere to the spectators
after fucking that G.L.E.E! Always making twisted cussing out When February says she sees no sign of a clever life anywhere, she looks directly at the audience. During the big end of the Pinser song kicking it up the slot, the puppeteers are doing a kicking line. When Bug is supposed to tell Boget, by naming the master,
it attracts the group's attention. Joey looked aside when bug and Kiss Feburary. Bug high fives the bee's actor during Beauty. Cameo: Many StarKid teams regularly show up in bit roles during pre-recorded parts. Tyler Branzmann, Brian Rosenthal, Brittany Coleman, Ariel Goldman, Nicholas Joseph Strauss-Mattatya,
Devin Lyttle (as a Southern Bell!) and Lily Marx are all camus as Starship Rangers in the opening ad, Richard Campbell is a blue-head alien, and A.J. Holmes is the captain of the fallen star ship. Captain Ersatz: Up for the snake. Specifically the old snake of solid metal gear 4. Villain Card: Dragonfly and Jr. The phrase
my name is Junior, maybe you've heard my name and of course We're here to finish the job! the gentleman's minor character has a tip here!, which would be an ironic echo of the shapes at the peak. Chekhov's classroom lectures orientation in Hatchery - all fresh larvae hatched eating the nearest mammal to feed. This
is the fate that Junior comes up with after he kills Bogett and his balls hatch from inside him. In Hatchery, bugs are warned that mammalian gag reflexes make egg implants more difficult. When February finds out that Junior used him to plant eggs, he lists possible reasons why - one being that he barely has a gag reflex,
which makes egg planting very easy. Coconut superpowers: In producing the live stage, the actor who shot Zapper should have said Pew to show the shooting. In the Internet version, lasers were added... But actors still say Pew. Tentacles Fight: After being captured by the Autobots during the war, Up Spread Eagle was
held by tentacles while he was cut in half. The comic missed February's vomit spot after beauty: she fended off her outs for her! We did it!! When the bug goes up for girl advice. Above: So, who is it? Bug: It's February. Above: Oh February! ... - He's an idiot. When the bug is reprimanded by Overqueen for helping Feb.
Bug: But I swear, I never thought I'd get caught and scream for it! Cool Starship: Of course. Cryonic failure: The human body that bug uses was the victim of a body that left him dead of the brain but the body intact. Short Cut Curse: Pervert. In the introduced recruitment video, the captain's log is filled with static. Captain
says someone F*static*KED UP BIG TIME! When Bug and February watch a non-static version, the captain says someone... It's been on fire for a long time! Dark Reprise: Kick It Up The Gap is a very sinister song to begin with, but Junior's take on it is even more so. While Pinser Some kind of understandable motive, Jr.
seems to be doing it more for Evulz (weed money regardless). It can also count as a kind of victorious Reprise since then, at that moment, he seems to be winning. Deadly Euphemism is one of the most prominent job titles of the nutrition beaout. Any dedicated shapes that work are immediately swallowed by Overqueen.
Dragonfly's trying to unleash a storm of faith, but the veto ruins it. ha ha ha! I'd choose his brain! ha ha ha! Veito: Yeah, and drink his blood! Quiet, you! Coping with the Devil: Pincer offers forms of luck to become a human through the use of brain leech that can psychologically link him to the mind of the Starship Ranger
(that the brain is dead due to a malfunction in cryotube that was in the starship crash 18 years ago, but a body that is still very much alive). Pinser's only bet? Bugs should be friends with human beings and bring them to him. Bug admits, believing that Pinser just wants to be friends with them - he doesn't know that Pinser
is going to eat them and let the mosquito brothers suck their blood). Decomposite character: February Expy is an exaggeration of the younger, simpler Ripley than alien while Taz is a character composed of Ripley and Vasquez from aliens, lampshading the extreme degree he took level in Badass (and cruelty) between
the two films. The February climatic moment of badassery and character development is killing Pincer the same way Ripley killed the original Xenomorph. Don't think this is coming through: Jr. pulls the inhibitor chip off the robot so it will be able to kill the rest of the crew. He then tells it to kill all the humans on the ship
while standing right next to it. guess what happens next . the big time for dietz is february . The bug gets some of this too, especially when he and February rediscover Starship fell. Jr., too, Jr.: The bug is a bug?!? Drop Ship: Although called drop pods, they are able to fly a few of the stellar ships to the planet and return.
Eldritch Abomination: The Overqueen Energy Weapon: In a musical theatre comedy. Even evil has doctor space claw standards, the most vicious villain in the galaxy is not happy that his son Jr. is smoking pot. Also, Pincer seems to really hurt that the bug apparently doesn't live up to its end of the deal, despite really
taking care of the bug at all. Everything sensor: Profile spectrometer. Mega girl looks pretty awful like Lady Gaga. Joe Walker is a dead ringer for the old snake. All aliens expys: Pincer is what happens if you turn Ursula into a male scorpion. Richard Campbell's alien in the recruitment video resembles a megamend.
Bogett appears to be mocking Eponine, with the rhotacized voice of Marge Simpson. He also looks quite a bit like Caterpie. Brian Holden once said that mosquito brothers basically framed weasels of who Rabbit. Orkin looks suspiciously like Lavos. Mega-Girl and Tootsie Noodles designs are based on EVE and WALL•E.
The family that kill Junior together is at least the third vicious third generation of his family. Mosquito brothers definitely count as well. Fanservice: Joe Walker as Commander Up. That grey top may also be counted as a form of wardrobe fittings. Lauren Lopez also counts in a tank top, Joey Richter in her deep neck
Meredith Stephine as a robot girl in fitting uniform. Extraordinary racism: In every usual stereotype, humans and bugs don't think strongly about each other, nor humans and robots. (Bugs and robots don't really interact enough to comment.) Fatherly to his men: Up to the Federation: Galactic League is extraterrestrial
exploration, with the shadows of empire. Misdemeanor: Pot Smoking Jr. Group of five men: Starship Rangers. Freudian excuse: Look, Well done, son! Prediction: Taz (pointing out above): You're a sad, spayed little puppy! Roach (referring to Boget): Then there's Caterpillar's surprise/ Best show in town - the end is

killer... Fun with the acronym: Galactic League Extraterrestrial Exploration. Song gaining confidence: The status quo song begins softly as the bug, fresh in the human body and accepted by his heroes, Starship Rangers, reflects on how everything he does goes against everything he has been told he can be. His voice
grows louder and more enthusiastic as he decides to enjoy the ride and take his shot at the life he always wanted. I kick the walls around me. They don't know how strong I am! I don't define boundaries! They'll never know I'm getting much more than my status quo, the crap past the radar: February seems very assertive
in his own claim he has no gag reflexes. God is dead: Yes, it happened a while ago. Thank god I got you! Good smoking, diabolical smoking: it smokes up because he is badass. Jr. starts smoking pots. Gratuitous Spanish: Taz says a lot of Spanish words. Many of them don't make sense in context. Half the man it used
to be: it happened during robot warfare. Vertical. He apparently survived by becoming a Cyborg. The heart is a great strength: why? Because its combination and breathing exercises can cause three human-sized mosquitoes to explode in blood too and violently. Above: The bug was correct! I just had to learn to kill with
my heart! Heroic sacrifice: Up (has your blood sucked by mosquito brothers), Krayonder, Bug (has thrown himself and Pincer out of Airlock by February to stop Pincer from killing Starship Rangers no longer sacrifices his human body in the process), Bugette (takes a bullet for the bug after Jr. tries to shoot him). The first
three get better (for example Bug's mind goes back to his real body, similar to what happens in James Cameron's Avatar when Spellman's He gets killed in the film's final battle) but poor Bogett doesn't. Hugh Mann: While the bug is actually in the human body, he often forgets it in casual conversation, leading to lines like
yours humans. He doesn't notice at all. Humans are stupid: a view strongly held by megagral. Incredible pun lame: After Rangers get stuck on the web: Above: Ok... At least we're stuck together! Other Rangers: (Collective Moaning and WTF? stare) Back up has both its usual meaning and a message to the commander
has to go back to his original identity as badass, namely back-up. Interspecies Romance Bug and February. and Tutsi noodles and stacks. And Tootsie Noodles and Mega Girl. Backfire insult:Mega Girl: All humans are imbeciles compared to robot intelligence. However, you all seemed geniuses to all human beings. I like
to make people feel good. It sounds silly, and if I say you think I'm stupid and then I'm embarrassed, replied the statement above, You don't have to be embarrassed in front of me, we're friends. I Want Song: Bug's part in I want to Be is one, but it's turned into the I Am Song at the end of Status Quo after Bug becomes
human through a brain leech that psychically links him to a brain-dead Starship Ranger in a cryotube whose ship crashed on Bug World 18 years before. Just friends: Hinting at, Commander Up says he loves Taz, but aside from almost losing his life to save him, that it's likely that he will do for any of the crew, there's no
real evidence. His reaction to this could be described as evidence that this feeling is mutual. Big Hamm: Fucking near everyone. Laryngeal Dysonance: The mosquito's sister is quite a bariton. Learn English from watching TV: Learned english language forms from watching old recordings on starship. Literal metaphor:
The injury was so that it caused him to be soft involved having his balls cut. It also applies after up kills with his heart... By speeding up her heartbeat and creating a wave of blood that causes mosquitoes to explode. Bomb Logic: I'm faster than the two of us combining love in first February vision and shapes, as described
above in Blind and the Beast. Tootsie also gets this the first time she sees mega-girl. Love my ego change: February is disgusted by (and terrified of) bugs, and falls in love with the shape of the bug man. Love Redemption: Megagirl. Made of iron: Taz knives Krayonder in the gut just to a point, then sneezes tells him to
walk it off, stabbing himself several times to emphasize his point. In his defense, Krayonder then took the surface in Badass, somehow going from having all his blood drained by mosquitoes and beheaded by Pincer to just fine with bandages on his head at the end. Magic Countdown: Drop countdown takes ten Minutes
to get from three minutes of story to one second... Then turn it back up a little to twenty seconds, before going into negative numbers. Take an example of them: as the derision of the nasty drill sergeant of Starship soldiers, Taz constantly threatens to do so. Mama Bear: Top Commander, especially when rescuing Taz
from mosquito brothers. Men's daughter, feminine boy: top commander and taz. Meaningful name: Every person born on a world farm, including Tootsie, has their name after what they do and what they love. If any of those changes even change their name. Memetic Badass: Up in the world, before your injury. Wypelsh's
mood after Bogett's death. When Up tells Bug that he is half robot. Jr. learned that his mother had died and then met his new stepmother immediately after. Mr. Fanservice as with any other StarKid production, Joe Walker. It helps that he is wearing a tight grey muscle defined shirt. Brian Holden looks so good in his
outfit, the newcomer's naivety: Tootsie noodles to rangers, and shapes to humanity in general. Many needs: great philosophy forms in the world, and is often repeated. Bug doesn't understand what it means until he sacrifices himself to save February and other Starship Rangers from Pincer. No Loves Intersect: With the
exception of Bogett's love of bugging, it is. The obvious inhumane lover: The bug finally has to admit to February that she is actually... Bug. 2020 Volkswagen Passat Revealed in 2018 Tutsi: That's not what I used to use, I'm sorry. Not so different: Dragonfly and Overqueen. Especially that while he is a villain because he
is willing to feast on the human brain, this is actually different from overqueen normally snacking on his bea wishing to feast on his beano members. Hick, the whole reason Pinser was ostracized from the bedo is because he was fed and ran away until he let the Queen eat him! Not exactly the most vicious impulse to
ditch your community. They're completely lamps. Early on, mega-girl repeatedly suggests that she'd kill nothing more than all humans. Oh, nonsense: Joey's face at the end of this exchange:Jr.: We have a letter about where I'm coming from too... God save the Queen. On:... lucky for me , god is dead . Bug/Joey: Oh,
crap!. Pep-Talk Song: Get Back Up. [Popular telling], but...: Jr.: We have a telling where I come from too... God save the Queen. On:... lucky for me , god is dead . Power of Love: It stopped megagral from killing all rangers. Before Asskicking a line: Hey, Pinser? Do you like six cobbs? Because you always have to like
yourself! Precision F Strike: See the curse of the short cut on top. Joey Richter's eye puppy has them. So thinks Tootsie Noodles has this when asking her to save mega-girl. Scratch needle record: Twice as Krayonder put Feet in her mouth discuss rumors about the top. Complete with booing. Reprise Medley: In the
middle of Kick It Up A Notch, Pincer reprises Life and I want to Be. Harness Screw: All robots have them, because their natural instinct is to kill all humans. However, just because robots can't kill humans doesn't mean they don't want to. Running Gag: Thank God there is a dead man who is running gag. Say my name:
MEGAGIIIIIIRRRRLL! Scary Scorpions: Dragonfly. Duh. Sensitive man and manly woman: Up and up. Also Tootsie &amp; Megagirl, so much that the former taught the other to feel. Share: Tough(est) son of a bitch is a phrase used many times by Taz, Up, and February. Shooper on deck for Tootsie and Megagirl. Also
for that Krayonder and Specs. Shout out: Common on the StarKid team show. Alien sources fly thick and fast, from Xenomorphs and chestbursters to Taz, which is basically Expy for Vasquez. The amount of resources Starship Troopers have is mind-shaking. The opening is definitely one. Someone who discovers an
abandoned room in a collectable community, who escapes after delegaring to a job he hates, looks a lot like an anthem. Galactic League of Extraterrestrial Exploration. The robot war was apparently fought against Sentienles, Metal Gears, Gundam Wing Zeros and Autobots led by Optimus Prime. They were fed by
Fassone, Up reported. During the dark penance of the villainous song, Jr. is familiar with wearing some pink sunglasses. Yes, he used to have it all and a bag of fluffyosis! Were those bullies choosing me then because I was too small and I liked to sing? And I took your back and followed them to the trash! And then you
taught me the account. According to the Jetsons, eep opp ork ah oh really means I love you. 6 Pool Zergling Besh Jr. calls Megagirl a toaster. During the show's opening issue, Bugg says, I admit that everything is on my mind, but who says it can't be real? you better un-fudge yourself, or up to your head unscrew and
drop the coveted pennies down their throats parathemeric family-friendly than the conversation of a full metal jacket. Dr. Spaceclaw is Dr. Paw in space! Junior's trying to take a million spaces. - Woman - woof skin! — Or dog data has gone before. Sorry K-90x! - Woman - Gas! — Or child — gas! — [...] Voldemort quotes
in a very Potter musical. You did a really good job today... Son, I'm sorry. DUN, DUN, DUN Gasp!... Thank you Daddy needs many more bugs than the needs of several bugs. Or a bug. It comes from Star Trek II: Khan's wrath, except the word line doesn't include bugs when Spook said it. One mammal says Pica Pica
and guess what it looks like... A Picasso, two! The status quo looks a lot like Gravity of the villain. Kick It Up a Notch has some shout outs to Wicked, too, to No Good Deed Goes Unpunished. Kick It Up a Notch thematically similares Feed Me/Get It from Little Shop of Horrors. The entire sequence with bugs and
mosquito brothers going to visit Pinser is a direct reference to Ariel visiting the Ursula Cave in the Little Mermaid (1989). Similarly, the song Beauty is parallel to Kiss the Girl from The Little Mermaid (1989). Ugly creatures parallel the wildlings of Pokahantas. Not only that, but Pinser also sings part of the magical
Incantation song from Disney's Cinderella. Put them together and what do you have? Shapes and February reference Aladdin with not-so-different dialogue, only to accommodate the expected ending in which they describe themselves trapped in unison as, February instead says captive. During the captain's SOS video
he says hunters have become hunted, and that's the wabbit season. February Introductory Dialogue —Checking whether the atmosphere is breathable, stabilizing the planet's surface, and signs of intelligent life—mimicking that of Buzz Lightyear. The accent choked mega-girl, the ominous finger wagon and the
vulnerability slowly dropped into the lava pit all referenced by various terminators. In general, the show is extinguished as a Canon Wedding of James Cameron's most famous works, and the plot of aliens, the post-Terminator story (Robot Wars of the Earth) and the Central Avatar Plot Machine. Stealth pun: Dylan
Saunders played Dumbledore in AVPM and AVPS. In Starship, he appears as a B-Bumble in an early scene. Dumbledore is an early modern English word for bumblebee. Take that!: An absolutely epic one is given to glee. To be clear, this quite clearly refers to Darren Criss, who had to cut his involvement in Starcide
productions after starring in the show above. Above: Damn that G.L.E.E! They're always atdning everything! Catch a bullet: Bugette when Junior attempts to zap the bug. Tear Jerker: In the world for example: can't listen to other Christmas shoes. Thinking aloud: Jr. does it very much. Tomato Wonders: After Prolog
founded the human crew ship that crashed on a planet of terrifying giant bugs, we are given the hero sitting in the dark just long enough to sing a stanza of the song I Want Himself... Before the lights come up to reveal he is one of those giant bugs. Too dumb to live: Many humans seem to come across as not working
with the full deck of cards. Justified, as Jr. deliberately gathered incompetent crews for evil plot purposes, while Jr. himself gained the job through nepotism. Translation Convention: While at BugWorld, bugs speak a bug language to each other, though it translates (for the convenience of the audience) into English. Only
the bug itself dominates both. There The times when it is pointed out that Bug is switching between bug and English and the characters of the opposite race cannot understand him while he speaks another language. The only time language forms are spoken is not translated when the bug first meets February and
eloquently says Wagaglolgalogal! And in the end when the bug teaches February how to say I love you. Triang Relations: Type 4 with Bugette as Alice, Bug as Bob, and February as Claire. Victorious Reprise: I want to, after the bug gets human. Villain song: Kick It Up A Notch and its reprise. Well done, son! Junior
wants Dad to say he did a good job... At first. What is inhumane measurement?: See not so different above. Overqueen eats the game's beano bugs for laughs, even when he devours the man of his right hand for no reason, and he is still regarded as the great good, while Pinser's desire to eat the human brain for drama
play and pin him as big bad. Why don't you just shoot him?: play with. Yeah, he's gonna have an accident with his head and my zaper. Hey, and then I'll shoot him! Ham's Worlds: Well, it's a Starcide production, and joe Moses, Joe Richter, Joe Walker and Lauren Lopez have prominent roles in it. Writers can't do math:
probably; two years on from the famous up injury that happened in the final battle of robot warfare. Robots that had ruled the earth with iron fists for 100 years. At the time, you didn't think that 18 years ago, anyone could have headed for unknown planets, especially with up explanations later that gives the impression that
it was more of a rebellion than a war. Although, if you remember that Tootsie is from the farm of the universe and there are probably many planets in the Galactic League, it could stand because the earth is lost to robot forces during the war and humanity has moved for a short time its state elsewhere. This explains why
they are so desperate 18 years ago to secure new planets to colonize. Xenomorph Xerox: Rare bugworld aliens cute and cuddly cheeks. X Meets Y: The entire concept was The Little Mermaid (1989) meets Aliens. Year X: According to captain Starship's log, the first star ship crashed on stardate 30XX. 30XX.
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